An optical reflection transducer using a criticat angle technique has been built to study the pressures developed round a single cavitation bubble in water. The bubble was generated at different distances from a planar glass surface, and total internat reflection at the glass water interface gives the pressure through the change in refractive index in both the water and the glass. A simple hemispherical pmrna block system has been built to prove the feasibility of the system. In this case the change of the critical angle is not linear, but the use of a modifid equilaterrd glass prism gives the pressure as a function of time round cavitation bubbles with maximum radii of = 1.Omm and y values down to 0.3, with temporat resolutions only limited by the photodiode detection electronics (-ns).
TRODUCTION
The quantitative measurement of shock waves and acoustic fields in water is usually undertaken using either piezoeIectric hydrophores, optical interferometry or quantitative Schlieren methods. In general dl of these techniques require measurements to be made with high spatial and tempor~resolution. In the case of invitation phenomena, in which the growth and subsequent colhpse of bubbles in liquids is studied, the individud events are usually small (< ltnm) and spheric~, so that any form of conventionrd transducer must have equally sm~l dimensions. Neede hydrophores may be used, but these require careful calibration and are relatively dehcate. Alternatively high speed photographic techniques such as Mach Zehnder interferometry can be used but interpretation of the fringe pattern is complex. The ided transducer would have high spatial resolution, with some parameter that is a rapidly changing and preferably linear function of pressure of the fluid in which it is immersed. The basis of the transducer described here is the change in reflectance at a water-solid boundary due to refractive index changes due to the acoustic transient. The greatest sensitivity to small changes in the refractive index is found at, or just below, the critid angle. These changes were measured using a probe beam from a semiconductor laser incident from the more dense medium togetier with a fast photodiode, High spatial resolution and sensitivity were achieved by focusing tie probe beam onto the interface at an angle that was sIighdy smaller than the critid angle. It was found theoretidly that some probe beam divergence reduced the sensitivity of the device, restdting in a trade off between the spatird resolution and sensitivity of the device.
BASIC OP~CS
The sensitivity of the reflectance to small changes in the ratio of the refractive index can be found by differentiating Fresnel's reflective equations to give for the p ands waves: where~=~1 -nzSin201 and n is the ratio of the refractive indices of the sotid to water. These different reflectance both approach infinity asymptotically at the critical angle.
EXPEMENTM
Transducers based on pmrna Lucite, perspex) and glass were constructed. The f~st, from a semicircular block of pmma, formed one w~l of the cell in which the cavitation experiments were carried out. This shape wm chosen so that the probe laser beam could be sent to the centre along a radius and allowed the angle of incidence to be varied, figurel. A Q-switchd Nd YAG laser was used to generate optic~cavitation at varying distances from the flat face of the transducer. The reflected semiconductor laser probe radiation was detected by a fast photodiode and digiti oscilloscope. The transducer was previously dibrated using different refractive index liquids and by varying the temperature in the cell. 
CONCLUSIONS
A transducer has been built which is able to measure the acoustic transients associated with the formation and collapse of optically generated cavitation bubbles in water, The device wm dibrated directiy and the results are in close agreement with those obtained by interferometry and by piezo hydrophores. The temporal resolution was -few nanoseconds and the spatial resolution determined by the focal dimensions on the sohdliquid interface, typidly 50~. The glass transducer had a pressure resolution of -2MPa.
